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We create sustainable values   by implementing our high quality and distinctive techno-
logies. We define our mission as increasing the welfare level of the geographies we touch, 
increasing the efficiency of bureaucratic, judicial and civil processes and creating value.

with science, hope and spirit of share...
Founded in 2012, Papilon Savunma is Turkey’s first biometric technology 
company. We started our journey as a startup focusing on public security, 
criminal investigation, citizen services, migration management. In a matter of 
eight years, Papilon expanded it wings, increased its experience and became 
one of the key actors in the tech environment of Turkey. Thanks to the expo-
nential growth it exhibited in production capacity and work force, today, 
Papilon works on standard-defying R&D projects in areas ranging from artifi-
cial intelligence, machine learning, robotics, augmented and extended reality 
to computer vision, cloud technologies, and data mining. Among Papilon’s 
active projects to give the world state-of-the-art devices and applications, 
there are AI-based person and object recognition, smart security services, 
and multimedia processing systems. Now a global firm with wide internatio-
nal reach, Papilon tunes in with the world to determine the needs of public 
and private enterprises on a wide, international spectrum and expands its 
product portfolio. This sets Papilon on the road to become one of the leading 
technology companies not only of Turkey but of the world, and promises 
groundbreaking innovations to all parties interested.
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The main difference between identifying and verifying a person's identity 
is contained within the question that lies at the core of the corresponding
algorithm. For the former, the system is programmed to ask "Who are 
you?" therefore to run one entry against many in the system whereas for
the latter, the system is designed to ask "Are you subject X?".

Security forces query the unidentified fingerprint taken from a crime 
scene in the central Automatic Fingerprint Detection System and identify 
the person to whom the print belongs.

Identification have slightly longer return times than verification queries that 
are generally used for civil procedures, therefore, criminal technologies are 
not preferred for use in more daily and frequent tasks.  

In such an environment, customized algorithms and devices ensure optimal 
results. The biometric verification method we use in our modern smartpho-
nes is the best and up-to-date example of easy authentication. Every time 
you use your fingerprint to unlock your smartphone, you authenticate your-
self with your biometrics, which you provide to be run against your previ-
ously scanned and identified fingerprint. Since the one-to-one (1:1) matc-
hing process is used with authentications, the process is completed in a 
very short time.

One of the most important conditions to increase the accuracy rates of 
APFIS is the abandonment of the traditional ink-printing method, for the 
more advanced electronic printing methods.

To get the ideal and fastest results, it is critically important to benefit from 
electronic printing devices that offer high print quality and accentuate every 
detail on the print.

How Do You 
Choose 
Your Finger and 
Palm Print Devices? 

We're doing 1-by-70 
million OP* queries in 6 
seconds with Papilon 
APFIS!
*1 OP Record consists of 

13 different fingerprint 

and palmprint records.



For the electronic print to surpass the traditional prints in quality, it is highly
important that your scanner has quality sensors that leave no dark spot
and a good, non-slip surface that ensures print integrity.  

Papilon's finger and palm print management system (APFIS) runs both 
one-to-one and one-to-many queries and our devices are designed to 
adapt to this dual harmony of our software. 
We offer:
 
Smaller, portable models for routine ID checks, and
In-field suspect detection as well as larger mobile modules for in-field 
enrollment and
Stable models for civil record creation or access control purposes.

No criminal will leave a print at a crime scene that is as clear as and as 
sharp as a print that is taken consensually under ideal circumstances. 

Criminals leave prints by inadvertently touching surfaces at the worst 
angle, making partial contact and applying little pressure. These prints 
are significantly harder to code and process than ten prints. Since most 
latent prints are faint, deteriorated or worn, queries done with them 
may not yield the best results. Criminal experts send unidentified latent 
prints to APFIS.
So, how can a crime be solved in cases where the print quality is low?

The Heart Of 
Biometric 
Systems: 
Sensors
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Since we paired Papilon APFIS with both our own scanners and other com-
mercially available scanners for test runs and real-life scenarios, we know 
for a fact that APFIS performs better with higher quality scanners. 

One of the reasons for our strength in biometrics-based public safety appli-
cations is our scanners that eliminate blind spots, clear the print of the 
moist and dirt on the skin, and compensate for slipping or shaking.  
That's why our APFIS crime scene query results are far ahead of our closest 
competitors.

In a standard finger and palm print 
management system, to decrease the 
query return time, the system crops the 
print image and sends only a one-inch 
area for query. Papilon APFIS, on the 
other hand, sends the whole latent 
print for query. As latent prints already 
have lost some of their distinctive 
qualities, this method ensures that 
what remains is used at full capacity to 
find the best match.

AS A RESULT

Before Papilon APFIS and complementary devices installed for the Turkish 
security forces in 2013, the average number of crimes resolved per year was 
15,000, while the annual number of crimes resolved after the system was 
installed is 120,000 on average (EGM Criminal Department Tip Magazine-2015).

Plus it's still faster than most 
systems. It is not surprising that 
our technology, which yields 
near-perfect results under ideal 
conditions, doubles the perfor-
mance gap between itself and 
close competitors when the 
task is more challenging.

It is not surprising that our 
technology, which offers 
distinctive results in ideal 
conditions, doubles the 
performance difference in 
difficult conditions. 

PAPILON OPPONENT 1 OPPONENT 2 OPPONENT 3

You can see the 
difference in quality more 
clearly in the comparison 
of the print taken from a 
wet finger. 

%60 percent loss in 
fingerprint detail, %73 
percent loss in fingerprint 
quality.  A mud trail 
(lowest quality) print.

%89 percent loss in 
fingerprint detail, %88 
percent loss in fingerprint 
quality. 
Mud trail print.

%98 percent loss in 
fingerprint detail, %75 
percent loss in fingerprint 
quality. 
Mud trail print.

With our membrane 
coating, we get 
high-quality marks 
without slipping on the 
oily finger. 

%25 percent loss in 
fingerprint detail, %63 
percent loss in fingerprint 
quality. Discontinuity and 
break in the print line.

%63 percent loss in 
fingerprint detail, %81 
percent loss in fingerprint 
quality. 
Mud trail print.

%37 percent loss in 
fingerprint detail, %51 
percent loss in fingerprint 
quality. 
Mud trail print

%88 percent loss in 
fingerprint detail, %70 
percent loss in fingerprint 
quality.
Fingerprint loss.

%6 percent loss in 
fingerprint detail, %18 
percent loss in fingerprint 
quality. 
Poor fingerprint details. 

%6 percent loss in 
fingerprint detail, %14 
percent loss in fingerprint 
quality. 
Blurry papils. 
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NO BLIND SPOTS:  WHAT IS CRYSTAL SCANNING?

This near-perfection standard of print quality is possible thanks to the dual or even 
quadruple optical scanning sensors that we use in our devices.
Do you see better with one or two eyes? That’s why we use dual optical sensors in all 
of our scanners. From the moment the finger touches the scanner surface, we scan 
the entire finger twice within four seconds to make sure that there are no blind 
spots. We use crystal glass scanners because even the smallest particles of dust 
can lower print quality, or worse, alter print structure. We spend effort on the produ-
ction of a scanner, and we get the result in the field. 

HOW DOES AN OPTICAL SENSOR FINGERPRINT 
SCANNER WORK?

Oil and water particles accumulate between the finger 
surface and the scanner surface. With the light sent 
from the LED source to the scanner surface, reflecti-
ons occur on the crystal prism. These light reflections 
are recorded bidirectionally twice by CMOS optical 
sensors. Thus a digital fingerprint map can be made.

Today, there are many different types of fingerprint and palm print devices – optical, 
capacitor, thermal, electromagnetic- on the market. The basic principle used in all-opti-
cal scanners is that the illumination system inside the device illuminates the edges of 
the permeable areas, reflecting these rays from the lines on the skin and creating the 
image of the papillae lines. In practice, advanced optical scanners offer higher resoluti-
on and dynamic range than other scanners, resulting in the best images. 

Features       Optic Sensors    Capacitive Sensor     Ultrasonic Sensor

Scan Area       Wide       Small         Small 

Image Quality      High      Medium         High

Ability to View      High      Very Low        High

Compliance with Criminal Analysis   Criminal/Civil    Civil          Civil

Device Life       Long      Short         Medium

Cost         Medium      Low          High
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1. Functional capabilities and size of the scanning surface
2. Compliance of the quality of the received images with the require-
ments specified in performance standards and other regulatory 
documents
3. Ability to compensate for factors that jeopardize print quality such 
as slips, shaking, moist, or dirt.
4. Obtaining quality images that can be used in forensic examinati-
ons from complex samples (very dry/moist skin, deformed papillary 
structure etc.)
5. Working as efficiently under unideal conditions.
6. User-friendly graphical interface and flexible system structure 
(adaptability to user needs).

1. Functional Capabilities and Scanning Surface Size

The choice of a functional type depends upon the tasks, which have to be solved 
with the scanner:

Input of tenprints into APFIS

Since searches in the APFIS involve not only tenprint files but also deal with 
latents lifted at crime scenes, as well as with pattern fragments (unknown dead, 
victims of accidents, disasters or hostilities), a livescan device you choose is to 
be capable of capturing full – from nail to nail – rolled fingerprints.

If it is contemplated also to take plain impressions, the scanner must have an 
ample sensing area for scanning 4 flat fingers simultaneously.

If your APFIS operates with palmprints, including latent palmprints as well, you 
need a livescan device of a palmprint type, which has a sensing area sufficient 
for taking palmprint images.

Identity checks against APFIS databases by using touch prints (as 
implemented in the PAPILON APFIS)

To support this mode, it suffices to use a single finger livescan device with a 
sensing area dedicated to capturing a plain impression of a single finger taken 
without rolling.

The size of the scanner platen must provide an acquisition of complete, not 
truncated, fingerprint or palmprint images.

Failing to meet the above stated requirement might cause the loss of a part of 
ridge details, thereby decreasing the APFIS efficiency.

It should be noted also, the smaller than needed scan area makes it difficult to 
position correctly a finger or palm on the scanner platen.

To Choose Your Fingerprint Device

papilon.com.tr
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According to the above mentioned standards, certified scanners 
must meet image quality requirements in each of the following 
areas:
Minimum resolution of 500±5 pixels per inch (ppi) in both the row 
and column directions

Geometric image accuracy
Modulation transfer function
Signal to Noise ratio
Grayscale range of image data
Grayscale linearity
Output gray level uniformity

No doubt, the certification is essential, as it is a reliable proof of scanner desig-
ners’ proficiency.
However, the FBI certificate granted to a fingerprint scanner does not ensure its 
high performance when it is integrated into an APFIS.
This fact can be easily explained: fingerprint scanners have been imposed the 
same requirements as were flatbed scanners used for distortion free conversi-
on of paper ten prints – immovable plain originals – to electronic format.
Being a direct reader of ridge details, a livescan fingerprint device features 
some other characteristics that must be also tested.
These characteristics have not been measured or somehow worded yet in the 
normative documents, but still they are critical for accurate enrollment since 
they directly affect the quality of fingerprint files and the APFIS performance.

Among these characteristics are the following:

Ability to compensate for smeared images of rolled fingerprints
Ability to generate forensic quality images of “complicated” samples (dry or 
worn out fingers, lowridge patterns, etc.)
Ability to capture high quality images that are not obscured by moisture 
(excessive sweating).

2. Conformity of Image Characteristics to Stated 
Requirements

For testing flatbed scanners and livescan fingerprint devices to meet the USA 
FBI’s requirements, PAPILON is guided by “The Test Procedures for Verifying 
APFIS Scanner Image Quality Requirements”, CJISTD0010 v.7.

Papilon scanners are the first and only Turkish fingerprint and palm scanners 
with FBI NIST standards:

      

     FBI Standart (CJIS Divison’s Integrated    
     Automated Fingerprint Identification    
     System Image Quality Specifications)
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Scan Area Dimensions Required as per Types of Impressions

Rolled Fingerprints, min     41 х 38 mm

Plain Impressions of 4 Fingers, min   81 х 76 mm

Palmprints, min       126 х 126 mm

Touch fingerprint, min      25 х 20 mm



These statistics affirm our belief that:
Among the data critical to APFIS performance (in addition to FBI certified 
parameters) is the size of image area captured when taking fingerprints.
A 10% increase in image area versus slaps area earns an 8% increase in the 
search reliability of the APFIS.

In summary, the above stated findings highlight the benefits of imaging the 
entire fingertip – from nail to nail – to be submitted to the APFIS.

Otherwise, a great deal of latents may go unsolved due to the inability to match 
them with incomplete file prints.

Crime Scene Record Uncropped Rolled Fingerprint Cropped Fingerprint

3. Nail-to-Nail Rolling and Compensation for Smears
      
How does the size of captured images affect the APFIS reliability?
PAPILON conducted some statistical investigations having explored the operati-
on of APFIS database containing 2 million tenprint and 130 thousand latent 
records. The following observations have been done:

Running in its normal mode, the AFIS delivered 11,000 hits when comparing 
latents lifted at crime scenes against onfile rolled fingerprints.

Later, the rolled fingerprints were substituted with respective slaps that conta-
in, as known, only 55% of the rolled impression area. As a result, the search 
reliability went down to 65% as against the above mentioned searches, which 
involved rolls.

Inserted into the APFIS database were fragments of rolled fingerprints of an 
inchperinch size (as accepted in some foreign APFIS). The area of these trunca-
ted images is 9% less than that of the source images. The result is a 7% reliabi-
lity loss.

Delving further into the issues, the examiners estimated an impact that the 
parameters, considered for scanner certification (as described above), had 
upon the overall search reliability of the APFIS. Here are some findings:

Decreasing the resolution of fingerprint images from 500 to 400 ppi made the 
search reliability lessen by 1% and by 3% when the resolution was reduced from 
500 to 300 ppi.
Reducing the grayscale range from 128 to 16 gray levels caused a 2% decrea-
se in the search reliability.
Artificial geometric distortions of fingerprint images at the rate of ±5% lowe-
red the search reliability by 0.5%.

papilon.com.tr

Only four of eleven minutiae 
points remain in the cropped 
area.

Only four of five of eighteen coded 
minutiae points remain in the 
cropped 
area.



Among the hardware based methods of compensation for smears are:

1. Increasing the frame refresh rate when capturing images
2. Transporting the CCD element

The disadvantage of the first from the above mentioned hardware based methods 
consists in that it requires the use of high speed cameras. Since the high speed and 
high resolution cameras are expensive, using them in the livescan devices raises 
the cost of scanner manufacture, which means that the issue is solved per se at the 
consumers’ expense. Every effort to use cameras with lower resolution (and chea-
per, respectively) provokes downsizing of the scan area and lessens the informati-
on value of captured images.

The drawback of the second hardware based method is the presence of some 
moving mechanical parts and automation facilities within the scanner, which 
sophisticates the device, lowers its reliability and requires regular maintenance 
and replacement of wornout parts (such as e.g. winding and moving parts of the 
step motor, carriage drive, end switches, etc.). The software based method of 
compensating for smears appearing on a rolled fingerprint image provides virtual 
splicing of sequentially captured pictures.
Such approach to the problem is devoid of any disadvantages that feature the 
hardware based compensation methods, though imposes high demands to the 
developers who create the scanner software.
So, creating a scanner, which would be capable of eliminating the problem of 
smeared pictures and generating high resolution images, and for all that having a 
price acceptable to consumers, is a contradictory and intricate task. 

Naturally, only a few developers have been able to find a proper solution to the said 
problem.
Respectively, not all of the marketed livescan fingerprint devices cope with task of 
compensating for smears.

4. Smeared images and methods of compensation

A rolled fingerprint is a linear scan of the ridge pattern of a finger reproduced 
on a paper record card or captured on a fingerprint scanner plate.
Nail (distal) phalanxes are not shaped to ideal cylinders, and that is why the 
finger inevitably slips over the scanner platen (or tenprint card) when being 
rotated from side to side, thereby causing the appearance of smears obscuring 
ridge details.

The larger is the rolled print, the more likely the image will be smeared.
Depending also upon experience and skill of fingerprint technicians, the same 
imperfection may be also caused by anatomical peculiarities of the fingers.
Fingerprints taken by the traditional ink method contain areas which are of little 
use or completely useless for recognition due to illegibility of smeared ridge 
details.

It should be noted again that the ink tech-
nology of fingerprinting is virtually unable 
to eliminate this sort of defects.

Unlike traditional ink fingerprinting, 
livescan fingerprinting allows the develo-
pers to devise and to realize ad hoc prog-
ram methods to produce high-quality 
images that are not affected by smears.

By eliminating smears, this imaging tech-
nology delivers a 510% increase in usable 
area of a rolled fingerprint.

Slip-caused blurs in the papillary lines of 
an ink-print. 
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How to test the scanner’s capability of compensating for 
smeared images at fingerprinting?

So far, no procedures have been elaborated yet for testing fingerprint scanners 
in compensating for smeared images captured at rolling. Consumers can be 
only recommended to evaluate visually the quality of images generated at 
rolling fingers over the scanner platen.

To do this, it suffices to roll thumbs (usually producing a maximum smearing) of 
several individuals, and then, having printed the captured images out, to exami-
ne them closely.

5. Scanning of “Complicated” Exemplars and Moisture Supp-
ression

Too dry or too sweaty skin, worn-out or flat-relief ridges are factors distorting a true 
picture of fingerprint images.
Dry and worn-out human fingers are usually imaged fuzzy or faint, ridge lines being 
illegible, and a number of fine details and critical areas are “lost” through poor contact 
between the finger and the scanner platen.
On the contrary, images of excessively sweaty fingers are obtained too dark, with bright 
black spots, because of moisture or sweat filling the furrows between friction ridges.
A forensic-quality fingerprint scanner is required to lower a negative impact of the 
above mentioned issues and to consistently deliver high-quality prints by maintaining 
every friction ridge detail irrespective of skin condition.
The issue of skin dryness can be considerably tackled, for example, by using an elastic 
coating to cover the contact surface of the scanner platen.

Dry and worn-out human fingers are usually 
imaged fuzzy or faint, ridge lines being illegible, and 
a number of fine details and critical areas are “lost” 
through poor contact between the finger and the 
scanner platen.
On the contrary, images of excessively sweaty 
fingers are obtained too dark, with bright black 
spots, because of moisture or sweat filling the 
furrows between friction ridges.
A forensic-quality fingerprint scanner is required 
to lower a negative impact of the above mentioned 
issues and to consistently deliver high-quality 
prints by maintaining every friction ridge detail 
irrespective of skin condition.
The issue of skin dryness can be considerably 
tackled, for example, by using an elastic coating to 
cover the contact surface of the scanner platen.
Some manufacturers have discovered effective 
solutions how to ignore moisture on fingers and on 
the platen.

A fingerprint taken from dry skin. 

Slip caused 
interaptions and 
deformations on the 
print.

Interaptions and 
deformations 
worsened by blurs.

A deformation and 
blur-free print taken 
with a PAPILON 
device.  

A fingerprint taken from wet skin. 
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6. User-Friendly Interface 
and Ergonomical Characteristics

Besides the operability and usability, the staple performance criteria of any 
system for electronic fingerprinting include quite a few number of other impor-
tant functions enabling the automation of scanning process and minimizing the 
human factor also influencing the quality of captured images. 
Described below are most critical of the mentioned functions:

Automatic slap-to-roll comparison

The system matchers rolls to slaps to ensure that each rolled fingerprint is in 
its correct location and belongs to the same person, thereby preventing opera-
tors from typical mistakes, when the right hand is scanned instead of the left 
one and vice versa, or a wrong finger is captured in place of the specified.

Automatic image quality control 

Image size and quality are evaluated automatically. In case of unacceptable 
results, a message appears noting the problem. The ability to scan as many 
times as needed ensures better results.

Autosave

The image just captured is automatically added to an associated electronic 
tenprint card when proceeding to the next finger.

Embedded database maintenance

By maintaining an embedded (internal) database of electronic tenprints, the 
scanner delivers an ability to search for an individual’s data by his touch 
fingerprint or by alphanumeric descriptive information specified autonomous 
guidance through the scanning procedure.

The scanning process can be guided without resort to the computer’s monitor 
and keyboard. The scanner has a builtin display and keypad.

Standard hardware interface
 
The scanner interfaces with the workstation computer through standard USB 
and IEEE1394.
At the same time, it is impracticable to comprise a comprehensive list of all 
functionalities an ideal system of electronic fingerprinting should support. 
Well-engineered software generally imparts flexibility to the system allowing it 
to be customized and tailored as customers need.

Ergonomic requirements imposed on fingerprint scanners are standard and 
need no special explanations. These include characteristics of usability, easy 
mounting, setup and servicing, etc. 

Another essential requirement concerns adequacy of dimensions and modeling 
of the scanner to service and environmental conditions (such as, for instance, 
ruggedness to withstand extreme working conditions in a law enforcement 
environment).
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PAPILON has been developing optical finger and palm print devices since 2012. Nearly 5000 PAPILON branded finger and palm print devices have been successfully integrated into 
the public safety and security processes in Turkey and abroad.

Devices under PAPILON’s product umbrella can take single, double, flat, rolled, slap impresion, and 4+4+2 prints. Some of our devices can also take palm and palm side prints.

The scanning surfaces of our devices are large enough to take uncropped, full-impression prints even with large hands.

Device models Print Types Scanning Surface Area
(E x B, mm)

Single 
Fingerprint

PAPILON LS-1101 and PAPILON LS-1102 
Live Finger and Palm Print Device

PAPILON LS-4421 and PAPILON LS-4422 
Live Fingerprinting Device

PAPILON LS-11 
Live Fingerprinting Device

PAPILON LS-01 
Live Fingerprinting Device

132 х 130

86 х 78

42 х 40

23 х 19

Rolled Prints

-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

Flat Prints Palm Prints Palm Side Prints

FINGER AND PALM PRINT DEVICES
PAPILON
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Smeared image of rolled fingerprint Rolled fingerprint image with compensated 
smears as captured with PAPILON scanner

Series of frames captured with PAPILON fingerprint scanner for one 
rolled fingerprint

Direction of rotation of the finger.

PAPILON’s fingerprint scanners feature a program method for compensating 
smears that appear when capturing rolled fingerprints. Resultant images of 
impressions are generated through program splicing of fragments sequentially 
captured.

The electronic imaging process developed by PAPILON uses single fixed optics 
and a high-resolution digital camera. 
 
Unlike the hardware-based method that implies an increase in frame frequency 
in order to compensate for smears, the program method leverages cameras 
providing reasonable frequency, i.e. 8-10 frames per second.

Thus, PAPILON’s developers have succeeded in finding an ingenious compromise 
solution that ensures that:
 
The rolled impressions are imaged at high resolution and with clear detail, 
almost completely devoid of smear effects

The scanners have an affordable price due to refusing to use expensive 
high-resolution and high-speed cameras

Nonuse of moving mechanical parts and other automation facilities enhances 
the product reliability in service.

PAPILON’s Proprietary Technology of 
Smeared Image Compensation
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Impression of a dry, worn-out finger on a paper 
tenprint card

Impression of a normally wetted finger

Fingerprint image captured with 
PAPILON LS-4421

Fingerprint image captured with PAPILON 
LS-4421

Impression of a dry finger captured with 
conventional scanner without elastic coating of 

the platen

Impression of a sweaty finger captured with 
conventional scanner without moisture 

discriminating ability

Papilon works to offer maximum print quality even with moist and dry skin. We 
customize both our hardware and software to ensure perfect capture and 
resulting system efficiency for wet and dry fingers. In the software-based 
method, the image filtering parameters are lowered to fully capture the print. 
This adjustment can be applied to as many orints as desired. In the hardwa-
re-based method we use a soft polymeric coating on the scanner surface as the 
flexible structure of the coating  allows the print to better contact with the 
surface.

With standard devices, there is the risk of the device perceiving particles of dust 
or skin as minutiae points. In addition, roughness of the skin may cause 
fragmented or miscapture of the print. To eliminate the risk of print miscapture 
or deformation, Papilon uses moist-separating surfaces that help the system 
differentiate between skin cracks and creases filled with liquid and actual papil-
lary lines.

Papilon’s 
Fingerprinting Technology 
for Extremely Dry 
and Moist Skin
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Papilon’s finger and palm print scanners can work with 
Papilon’s Live Scan and FILTER applications on both 
stable and mobile workstations and units.

Papilon LS App is offered in a solutions package that contains LS-4421-4422 
and LS-1101-1102 finger and palm print devices. Together with the LS App, these 
devices enable electronically recording and cataloguing biometric information. 
The system creates tenprint cards of the prints taken. A tenprint card includes 
flat and rolled prints, slap impressions of four finger of each hand, impressions 
of both thumbs and palm and palm side prints, if allowed. Palm prints are taken 
with Papilon LS-1101-1102  devices. The GUI of LS App is designed to guide the 
operator step by step throughout the printing and cataloguing process and 
trains the operator in a sense while providing maximum system automation.

Automatic scanning as the finger or palm is placed on the  scanning surface. 
Ensures that the fingers are positioned correctly on the device for the best 
capture.
Print quality control via warning messages
Prevents repetitive printing by simultaneously comparing prints taken 
Automatic print order check

The system can also instantly authenticate a person from a single print. These 
queries can also tell whether the person has an existing record in the system. 
Using our hardware and software does not require any expertise and everyone 
can operate the system following a short training.

Papilon Fingerprint Application: LS App
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The system is also capable of exporting electronic ten-print cards in the 
formats stipulated by the ANSI/NIST-ITL 1-2007 international standard for 
fingerprint information interchange (Interpol, FBI (USA and Turkey) formats), 
supporting the use of various communication channels (through TCP/IP proto-
cols), such as dial-up lines, dedicated telephone lines and cellular communica-
tions.

The application software runs the Linux or Windows operating system.

All the operation in the PAPILON LIVE SCANNER system does not require 
high-level operating skill and special knowledge of the science of fingerprints.



PAPILON FILTER facilitates the identification of individuals within seconds by quer-
ying the fingerprints taken in the APFIS dataset. 

Although the use of the system performs at its potential when paired with PAPI-
LON LS-11 and LS-01 single fingerprint scanners, it can be used with all products 
of the PAPILON biometric fingerprint device family. 

Prints from FILTER application are compared to traces in the APFIS dataset for 
quick identity checking. The results of the rapid identification process are displa-
yed, along with the identification information and (if any) photos from all available 
tenprint records of the person being checked.

PAPILON FILTER Application supports many communication protocols such as 
LAN, GPRS, WiFi, 3G/4G, and other synchronized satellites via TCP/IP. 

Our printing and cataloguing processes comply with ANSI/NIST-ITL 1-2007 inter-
national standards and adhere to the biometric data processing guidelines of FBI, 
Interpol, and Turkish security forces. 

The system works on both Microsoft and Linux operating systems.

Papilon Filter System

papilon.com.tr

The data in our system is kept in 
the customized Papilon format but 
can be converted to internationally 
valid formats to be extracted or 
transferred to other systems. 

All the operation in the PAPILON 
FILTER system does not require 
high-level operating skill and 
special knowledge of the science 
of fingerprints. 



PAPILON LS-11

PAPILON LS-1101

PAPILON LS-4421

PAPILON LS-01

Papilon’s live-scanning fingerprint scanners are designed to capture 
fingerprints and send them to a database for later inquiries. Each 
scanner is designed to be used in different situations and equipped 
with various capabilities that fit to the security needs of different 
organizations. Thanks to their impact-resistant design, Papilon 
fingerprint scanners can be carried to every corner of the world and 
are suitable to be used in the field. They can operate under extreme 
environmental and climatic conditions, and excessive moisture.

PAPILON
Fingerprint Scanners

Real Time Flat and Rolled Fingerprinting

Real Time Finger and Palm Print Scanner

Ten Finger Live Scanner

Real Time Flat Fingerprint Scanner
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PAPILON LS-4421
Ten Finger Live Scanner 
that Takes Flat and Rolled Prints



DOUBLE SENSOR

Standard scanners have one sensor 
inside them. That causes blind spots to 
form on prints, especially in the 
devices with wide scanning surfaces 
such as LS-4421 and compromises the 
accuracy of the print. With the double 
sensor system of LS-4421, blind spots 
are history. Two sensor within LS-4421 
work together to form a complete 
representation of the print and guaran-
tee accuracy.

COMPENSATION

In standard scanners, scanning rolled 
prints run the risk of print deformati-
on due to slipping or loss of print if the 
skin loses contact with the scanner’s 
surface during rolling. In such cases, 
the standard device requires a reprin-
ting. But thanks to the double sensor 
system and wide scanning surface of 
LS-4421, the losses and deformities 
can be compensated by just re-rolling 
the finger on the device with no need 
for lifting the finger off the scanning 
surface.

LS-4421 is a real time fingerprinting device that scans both flat and rolled 
fingerprints. In flat fingerprinting, four fingers of each hand, starting with the 
index finger, are placed on the device for, then both thumbs are placed on the 
scanning surface for simultaneous scanning. In rolled printing, the finger is 
rolled from one edge of the nail to the other. Prints taken with LS-4421 are 
recorded to be sent to the central dataset.

LS-4421
Ten Finger Live Scanner
that Takes Flat and Rolled Prints

LS-4421 is certified by FBI.
Papilon products are the first and only Turkish products approved by FBI.

Scan me
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PRISM SURFACE

The standard scanner in the market 
has a laser-cut scanning surface. The 
little known fact about laser-cut glass 
is that it can have small splints and 
holes that are invisible to the human 
eye. Such imperfections, called pores, 
can cause deformations in prints taken 
since the scanning surface can take the 

imperfections as the features of the print. When the same print is taken with 
another device, different pores or the lack of them cause the same print to be 
perceived differently by the scanner and the software causing problems in matc-
hing and queries. LS-4421’s handmade prism glasses are free of pores and there-
fore guarantee that each and every print taken with it represent the authentic 
pattern on the subject’s fingertips.

FAST CAPTURING

LS-4421 takes flat and rolled prints in less than two seconds.

MEMBRANE COATING

In standard scanners, the moist and 
wetness in the skin can cause fingers 
to slip on the scanner’s surface 
causing deformities or blurs in the 
print. LS-4421’s membrane coating 
effectively prevents slips, and sepa-
rates moist from the print. This featu-
re ensures that the prints taken with 
LS-4421 are premium quality and 
significantly contribute to the pace 
and accuracy of the matching processes.

Fingerprint quality suitable for criminal investigations
User friendly, easy-to-use design
4-4-2 fingerprinting
Advanced optical technology
Impact-resistant design
Automatic scanning upon touch
Fast printing
Automatic quality check
High quality prints even with moist or extremely dry fingers
Minimum risk of the print being compromised by daylight

ADVANTAGES

LS-4421, HIGH SECURITY AT YOUR FINGERTIPS!

10 PARMAK İZİ TARAYICI
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Where to Use LS-4421?

In migrant registration processes by public organizations 
responsible for migration management and regulation,
In creating suspect and criminal profiles by police forces,
In citizen registrations performed to create a central citizen records 
system, or to issue e-passports by governmental authorities,
In solving criminal cases by security forces,
In ensuring customer satisfaction and security at hotels, in keeping and 
providing limited access to patient records in hospitals, in e-banking proces-
ses and numerous other civil cases for heightened security and smooth 
operation.

When Will You Need LS-4421?

You will need LS-4421 when there is an immigrant influx into your country and 
you want your guests and new residents to justly benefit from the services 
and resources devoted to them, when you want to quickly solve criminal 
cases and re-establish social peace, when you want to access a patient’s 
whole medical history compiled in one system, yet want to limit access to the 
system to respect the patient’s rights to evaluate the performance of your 
workers and in numerous other cases. Beyond all these scenarios, you will 
need LS-4421 exactly when you think you need it. Our device is a flexible, 
multi-purpose child of high tech, and it’s at you service whenever you see it 
as a component of the solution you’re looking for. So, the short answer to this 
question? Whenever you need it.

Who Can Use LS-4421?

The use of LS-4421 does not require technical knowledge. After a short tutori-
al, any person from any public or private organization can learn to operate the 
device.

Resolution      500 ppi
Dynamic Range     8 bpp
Signal to Noise Ratio     Min: 40 db
Scan Area      86 x 78 mm
Image Area     
 Rolled or Flat    45 x 40 mm
 4 Flat Finger    86 х 78 mm
Time for Scanning a Fingerprint  < 4 seconds (flat ~2 seconds)
Image Compression Method  WSQ ( Max. 1:15)
Image Quality     CJIS-TD-0110; CJIS-RS-0010 v7) app. F
Interface      USB 2.0 (480 Mbit/sn)
Power Supply     5 V (USB)
Power Input     Max : 2.5 Watt
Scanner Size (W x D x H)   142 x 160 x 160 mm
Scanner Weight     2.4 kg
Automatic Finger Recognition  Yes
Image Control            Yes
Quality Check for Fingerprints          Yes
Automatic Switching to Next Finger Yes
Operating System    Windows – Linux
Operation Panel on Device    Yes

TECHNICAL FEATURES



PAPILON LS-1101
Real Time 
Finger and Palm Print Scanner



Papilon products are the first and only Turkish products approved by FBI.

COMPENSATION

In standard scanners, scanning rolled 
prints run the risk of print deformati-
on due to slipping or loss of print if the 
skin loses contact with the scanner’s 
surface during rolling. In such cases, 
the standard device requires a reprin-
ting. But thanks to the double sensor 
system and wide scanning surface of 
LS-1101, the losses and deformities 
can be compensated by just re-rolling 
the finger on the device with no need 
for lifting the finger off the scanning 
surface.

LS-1101 is a finger and palm print scanner that takes rolled and flat prints 
besides palm-side prints. Its capabilities make LS-1101 especially suitable to 
be used in criminal procedures.

LS-1101
Real Time Finger and 
Palm Print Scanner

FAST CAPTURING

LS-1101 takes flat and rolled prints in 
less than two seconds.

LS-1101 is certified by FBI.

Scan me Frames of fingerprint taken by rolling by PAPILON 
scanners

Direction of rolling finger
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PRISM SURFACE

LS-1101’s special prism scanning is 
designed to prevent deformation and 
false prints. Most scanners in the 
market use laser-cut, glass surfaces. 
However, despite its precision, laser 
leaves small marks or holes on the 
surface that could be mistaken by the 
scanning sensors as minutiaes, or, 

marks that make a fingerprint unique. This results in the false registration of 
some prints. Each Papilon scanner’s prism surface is hand-cut and cleared of 
any those marks that are commonly called pores. The absence of pores increa-
se the quality and dependability of Papilon scanners.

QUADRUPLE SENSOR

Standard scanners have one sensor 
inside them. That causes blind spots to 
form on prints, especially in the 
devices with wide scanning surfaces 
such as LS-1101 and compromises the 
accuracy of the print. LS-1101 has four 
sensors. In fingerprinting devices, two 
sensor are enough to prevent blind 
spots. LS-1101, on the other hand, is a 
palmprint scanner. Thanks to its quad-
ruple sensor system, blind spots in 
palm prints are also prevented, and a 
complete representation of the print is 
guaranteed.

SPECIAL MEMBRANE COATING

In standard scanners, when the finger 
slips on the scanning surface or when 
the finger is wet or extremely dry, the 
print can be deformed. Thanks to 
Papilon scanners’ special membrane 
coating, the fingers do not slip on the 
surface, the anti-skidding surface 
also prevents moisture from defor-
ming the prints.

Fingerprint quality suitable for criminal investigations
Wide scanning area
User friendly, easy-to-use design
4-4-2 fingerprinting
Advanced optical technology
Impact-resistant design
Fast printing
Automatic quality check
Full and partial prints of the palm (sides, partial and full)
Automatic scanning upon touch

ADVANTAGES

10 PARMAK İZİ TARAYICI



Where to Use LS-1101?

LS-1101 can be used;
In the management of correctional centers,
In creating suspect record by the law enforcement officials,
In registering citizens,
In immigration management procedures,
In solving criminal cases. 

When Will You Need LS-1101?

You will need LS-1101 when you want to to create citizen and demographic 
information management systems that depend not on traditional methods 
that lead to the creation of scattered and incomplete methods but on techno-
logy that promise a comprehensive and complete data pool, when you want to 
protect the borders of your country from possible threats and attempts of 
illegal passing. You will find a strong ally in LS-1101 also when you want to 
build a national security system that covers all the sides.

Who Can Use LS-1101?

Thanks to its user-friendly interface, using LS-1101 can be used by everyone 
with a fundamental understanding about computers. Following a five-minute 
fingerprinting tutorial, anyone can be an expert of 1101!

Resolution      500 ppi
Dynamic Range     8 bpp
Signal to Noise Ratio     Min: 40 db
Scan Area      132 x 130 mm
Image Area     
 Rolled or Flat    42 x 41 mm
 Palmprint     132 x 130 mm
Time for Scanning a Fingerprint  <5 sec (3 sec for flat impressions)
Image Compression Method  WSQ (Max. 1:15)
Image Quality     CJIS-TD-0110; CJIS-RS-0010 v7) app. F
Interface      USB 2.0 (480 Mbit/sec)
Power Supply     12 V (adapter ~220 V, 50 Hz)
Power Input     Max : 8 Watt
Scanner Size (W x D x H)   243 x 423 x 127 mm
Scanner Weight     10.5 kg
Automatic Finger Recognition  Yes
Image Control            Yes
Quality Check for Fingerprints          Yes
Automatic Switching to Next Finger Yes
Operating System    Windows – Linux
Operation Panel on Device    Yes

TECHNICAL FEATURES
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PAPILON LS-11
Real Time Flat and Rolled Fingerprint Scanner
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Papilon products are the first and only Turkish products approved by FBI.

HIGH PRINT QUALITY

Prints taken with LS-11 are high-quality 
and display all the details of the prints 
which make the device suitable for the 
registration of criminals.

QUICK SCANNING

With LS-11 each finger is scanned in 
less than two seconds.

LS-11 is a fingerprint scanner that is able to take rolled and flat prints of all 
fingers one by one and run identification and verification requests.
The scanning surface of LS-11 is suitable for taking flat and rolled prints from 
each finger. The prints taken by LS-11 are recorded to be sent to the central 
dataset for storage and inquiry. When the necessity arises, LS-11 can be used in 
creating biometric citizen records.

LS-11
Real Time Flat and Rolled 
Fingerprinting Scanner

PRISM SURFACE

LS-11’s special prism scanning is 
designed to prevent deformation and 
false prints. Each Papilon scanner’s 
prism surface is hand-cut and cleared 
of any those marks that are commonly 
called pores. The absence of pores 
increase the quality and dependability 
of Papilon scanners.

LS-11 is certified by FBI.

Scan me
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High quality fingerprinting suitable for criminal investigations
User-friendly and easy-to-use
Advanced optical technology
Impact resistant design
Automatic print scanning and capture
Quick printing
Ability to print two fingers at once
Quick, highly accurate, and high quality prints
Automatic quality control
Easily integrable and expandable software and hardware
Suits every environmental condition
Liveness detection

IT PREVENTS ATTEMPTS OF IDENTITY FRAUD 
AND PRINT FORGERY INVOLVING THE USE OF MOLDS 
AND OTHER MEANS OF REPLICATİON

SPECIAL MEMBRANE COATING

In standard scanners, when the finger 
slips on the scanning surface or when 
the finger is wet or extremely dry, the 
print can be deformed. Thanks to Papi-
lon scanners’ special membrane 
coating, the fingers do not slip on the 
surface, the anti-skidding surface also 
prevents moisture from deforming the 
prints.

ADVANTAGES

LIVENESS DETECTION

Thanks to liveness detection, it could 
be determined whether the finger 
placed on the scanner belongs to a 
living organism or not. This feature 
increases the reliability of LS-11 an 
prevents attempts to mislead the 
device with molded replicas of 
fingers, or in extreme cases, fingers 
of non-living persons.

10 PARMAK İZİ TARAYICI
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Where to Use LS-11?

LS-11 can be used;

In access control at public and private enterprises, and critical center such 
as nuclear power plants or laboratories that work on globally important 
projects and with materials that pose health hazards.
In the issuing of e-passports and next generation ID cards.

When Will You Need LS-11?

Harsh environmental and weather conditions and the challenges of transpor-
tation to regions of risk and crisis make it hard for police and military forces 
to take stable registration or verification modules to these places. In such 
conditions and places, they will need LS-11 and the handheld mobile modules 
in which it is embedded to manage identification, verification, and registration 
processes quickly and efficiently. LS-11 is also ideal for use in access control 
procedures of public and private organization and critical center.  

Who Can Use LS-11?

The use of LS-11 does not require technical expertise. Following a short 
fingerprinting tutorial, the scanner can be used with ease.

Resolution      500 ppi
Dynamic Range     8 bpp
Signal to Noise Ratio     minimum: 40 db
Scan Area      42 x 40 mm
Image Area(max)    42 x 40 mm
Time for Scanning a Fingerprint  < 4 seconds 
Image Compression Method  WSQ ( Maximum 1:15)
Image Quality     CJIS-TD-0110; CJIS-RS-0010 v7) app. F
Interface      USB 2.0 (480 Mbit/sn)
Power Supply     5 V (USB)
Power Input     Max : 5 Watt
Scanner Size (W x D x H)   88 x 192 x 60 mm
Scanner Weight     0.95 kg
Automatic Finger Recognition  Yes
Automatic Switching to Next Finger Yes
Operating System    Windows – Linux - Android

TECHNICAL FEATURES



PAPILON LS-01
Real Time Flat Print Scanner

papilon.com.tr



SPECIAL MEMBRANE COATING

In standard scanners, when the finger 
slips on the scanning surface or when 
the finger is wet or extremely dry, the 
print can be deformed. Thanks to Papi-
lon scanners’ special membrane 
coating, the fingers do not slip on the 
surface, the anti-skidding surface also 
prevents moisture from deforming the 
prints.

LIVENESS DETECTION

Thanks to liveness detection, it could 
be determined whether the finger 
placed on the scanner belongs to a 
living organism or not. This feature 
increases the reliability of LS-01 an 
prevents attempts to mislead the 
device with molded replicas of 
fingers, or in extreme cases, fingers 
of non-living persons.

PRISM SURFACE

LS-01’s special prism scanning is 
designed to prevent deformation and 
false prints. Most scanners in the 
market use laser-cut, glass surfaces. 
However, despite its precision, laser 
leaves small marks or holes on the 
surface that could be mistaken by the 
scanning sensors as minutiaes, or, 
marks that make a fingerprint unique. Each Papilon scanner’s  prism surface is 
hand-cut and cleared of any those marks that are commonly called pores. The 
absence of pores increase the quality and dependability of Papilon.

The smallest member of LS scanners, LS-01 is designed to ease identity 
checks in the field. Its size makes it ideal for use in mobile terminals and 
units.

LS-01 starts as soon as the finger touches the scanning surface with no need 
for a command or a switch on button. LS-01 is able to determine which finger 
is placed on the scanning surface. This feature allows inquiries to be run 
fastly and easily and minimizes error rate.

LS-01
Live Flat Print Scanner

Papilon products are the first and only Turkish products approved by FBI.
LS-01 is certified by FBI.

Scan me
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Resolution      500 ppi
Dynamic Range     8 bpp
Signal–To–Noise Ratio   Minimum: 40 db
Scan Area      26 x 25 mm
Image Area (max.)    26 x 25 mm
Time for scanning a fingerprint  < 2.5 seconds
Time for scanning a fingerprint   Maximum 2 seconds
Image Compression Method  WSQ – compression (Maximum: 1:15)
Image Quality     CJIS-TD-0110; CJIS-RS-0010 v7) app. F
Interface      USB 2.0 (480 Mbit/sec.)
Power Supply     5 V (USB)
Power Input     Max : 1 Watt
Scanner Size (W x D x H)   53 x 110 x 30 mm
Scanner Weight     0.17 kg
Automatic Finger Recognition  Yes
Automatic Switching to Next Finger Yes
Operating Systems    Windows – Linux - Android

Where to Use LS-01?

LS-01 can be used;
In on-site identity verifications,
In private enterprises to measure employee efficiency,
In access control units.

When Will You Need LS-01?

When you want to use an identity verification and identification unit that requi-
res little space, fits into your palm, You will need LS-01 when you want to use 
a portable, hand-held, and incapacious device that makes identity verification 
in the field considerably easier. You will also need it when you need a reliable 
evaluation of your organization’s efficiency and the motivation of your emplo-
yees, or establish a practical and trustworthy access control system.

Who Can Use LS-01?

LS-01 sends prints to inquiry automatically. Thus, using LS-01 does not requi-
re technical knowledge. After a short tutorial, anyone can operate the device.

ADVANTAGES

High level accuracy and security thanks to liveness detection
Superior speed, precision, and quality
No print-clipping. Runs inquiries from whole prints
High quality prints even with extremely dry or moist fingers
Minimally impacted by daylight

ALL IT TAKES IS A TOUCH!

TECHNICAL FEATURES
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